Fronter is an open learning platform used by more than 3000 learning institutions across Europe. Fronter combines almost 100 easy to use web-tools that have been carefully selected by the users through our reference groups. Once a new idea, concept or technology proves to be valuable for teaching and learning, it is implemented into Fronter's fast growing collection of tools. Fronter combines tools within the following areas:

- **PERSONAL WORK & PORTFOLIO**: Eportfolio and personal working area
- **LEARNING & TEACHING**: Customised learning, assessment and follow-up
- **SETUP & ADMINISTRATION**: Solid administration tools for large scale installations
- **COLLABORATION & COMMUNICATION**: Intranet functionality for efficient collaboration and communication
- **PUBLISHING**: Production, management and publishing of content

**OPEN PHILOSOPHY:**

The essence of Fronter's Open Philosophy is to provide professional institutions with the benefits of an open standard learning platform - and at the same time issue guarantees for security, reliability and scalability, all to a predictable fixed cost of ownership. The open development process, managed by users in reference groups, ensures that the platform quickly adopts new ideas once they have proven to be valuable for teaching and learning. Extensive compliance with open standards makes integration easy (Scorm, IMS, AICC) and support for Accessibility standards (WAI) makes Fronter available for all user groups.
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